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Abstract
Stress often has deleterious effects on cognition. We show that moderate stress enhanced late
reversal learning in a mouse touchscreen-based choice task. Ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) lesions mimicked the effects of stress, while orbitofrontal (OFC) and dorsolateral striatal
(DLS) lesions impaired reversal. Stress-facilitation of reversal was prevented by BDNF infusion
into the vmPFC. These findings suggest a mechanism in which stress-induced vmPFC dysfunction
disinhibits learning by alternate (e.g., striatal) systems.
Although the negative effects of stress on cognitive function are often emphasized, a more
nuanced view is emerging in which stress can either impair or enhance cognition depending
upon the nature of the stressor, characteristics of the subject and the specific cognitive
process being examined1–4. For example, chronic stress promotes habit-like behavior in
concert with vmPFC dendritic retraction and DLS hypertrophy5. However, it remains
unclear whether more limited stress exposure impacts corticostriatal mediation of cognitive
functions such as reversal learning, and which mechanisms underlie such effects.
Here, we investigated stress effects in a reversal assay in which male C57BL/6J mice were
trained to proficiently (≥85% accuracy) discriminate between two visual stimuli projected
on a computer screen by touching one of the stimuli for food reward. Mice were then
subjected to 10 -min swim stress once daily for 3 days6. Reversal testing, in which the
stimulus-reward designation for each mouse was switched, commenced the following day
and proceeded to (≥85% accuracy) criterion (Fig. 1a). Errors (touching non-rewarded
stimulus) and correction errors (an error following another error) were measured
(Supporting Materials for details). Based on previous analyses of reversal and prefrontal
lesions in mice, rats and monkeys7–9, we segregated performance into an early stage, when
accuracy was <50% and dominated by perseveration at the previously rewarded stimulus,
and a late stage, when accuracy was ≥50% and primarily driven by learning the new
association. Experimental procedures were approved by the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism Animal Care and Use Committee.
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Mice exposed to stress made significantly fewer errors (t(19)=2.50, P<.01) and correction
errors (t(19)=2.92, P<.01) than non-stressed controls during the late, but not early, reversal
stage (Fig. 1b,c). In addition, a survival analysis measuring the percentage of mice that
continued to perform at sub-criterion, showed that the stressed group attained criterion in
fewer sessions than controls (χ2=2.17, df=1, P<.05) (Fig. 1d). Stress did not affect latency
to retrieve reward but slowed stimulus-reaction time during late reversal (t(19)=2.17, P<.05)
(Fig. 1e). In separate experiments, exposure to 3 days of 10-min swim stress did not affect
either discrimination learning (errors: controls=101.1 ±17.5, stressed=104.2 ±31.3;
correction errors: controls=234.9 ±46.6, stressed=233.6 ±67.6, n=10–12), acquisition of a
simple instrumental learning task (sessions to criterion: controls=13.3 ±3.1, stressed=18.0
±2.2, n=5–6) or sensorimotor gating (percent prepulse inhibition of startle: controls=101.5
±11.6, stressed=97.6 ±10.2, n=13–15)10 (Fig. 1f). Thus, this moderate stressor selectively
facilitated reversal without broad effects on other cognitive processes. By contrast, a single
swim stress exposure prior to reversal failed to affect learning (Supplementary Fig. 1a–e),
demonstrating that a minimum degree of stress was necessary to alter this behavior. We also
found that 3x daily swim stress prior to reversal and then continuing following each reversal
session mimicked the reversal-facilitating effect of pre-test-only 3x stress (Supplementary
Fig. 1f–j), although the impact of the prolonged stress regimen was if anything slightly less
impressive, perhaps due to a degree of stress-habituation.
Stress can impair vmPFC functions2,3 and the same stressor employed here produces
significant vmPFC dendritic retraction and associated deficits in fear extinction6. To test
whether vmPFC damage produced effects on our reversal paradigm similar to stress, we
trained mice to discrimination criterion and then made excitotoxic vmPFC lesions prior to
reversal (Fig. 2a,b). Lesioned mice made significantly fewer errors (t(19)=3.39, P<.01) and
correction errors (t(19)=4.13, P<.01) during late but not early reversal (Fig. 2c,d), and
completed the task in fewer sessions (χ2=7.90, df=1, P<.01) (Fig. 2e), as compared to sham
controls (reaction and reward-retrieval latencies were unaffected (Fig. 2f). Thus, vmPFC
damage closely mimics stress-induced reversal facilitation.
Reversal is likely mediated by multiple corticostriatal regions and it remains possible that
stress facilitated this learning via effects on other prefrontal regions, such as OFC. However,
we found that bilateral OFC lesions caused marked reversal impairment, as predicted from
prior studies11 and opposite to vmPFC lesions (Supplementary Fig. 2). Moreover, bilateral
lesions of DLS also significantly impaired reversal (Supplementary Fig. 3). This is notable
in demonstrating that our reversal paradigm, like other operant tasks requiring slow,
incremental and eventually habitual responding12, is DLS-mediated. Indeed, when we
trained a set of non-lesioned mice through reversal and then devalued reward by pairing
with malaise, neither performance vigor nor accuracy was affected (Supplementary Fig. 4),
indicating habit formation. Collectively, these data suggest a ‘competing systems’ model in
which stress-induced vmPFC dysfunction could facilitate reversal by removing a brake on
learning by subcortical areas, including DLS. This would explain the stress-related effects
on habit and DLS hypertrophy recently found in rats5, and suggests that DLS lesions would
mitigate the impact of stress.
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is strongly implicated in aberrant behavioral
responses to stress. For example, stress alters vmPFC BDNF levels and vmPFC BDNF
infusions facilitate stress-sensitive behaviors13–15. We therefore tested the ability of BDNF
infusions directly into vmPFC to rescue the stress effect on reversal. Mice trained to
discrimination criterion and implanted with guide cannula bilaterally directed at vmPFC
(Fig. 3a,b) were stressed as above and given a single (0.08 μg) BDNF (or vehicle) infusion
after the final stressor (reversal training commenced the next day).
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Results showed that vehicle-infused stressed mice made fewer errors (t(17)=2.23, P<.05)
and correction errors (t(17)=2.36, P<.05) than non-stressed controls during late (Fig. 3c,d)
but not early (Supplementary Fig. 5) reversal, replicating our initial observation. By
contrast, stressed mice receiving BDNF infusions performed no differently from BDNF-
infused non-stressed controls. In addition, vehicle- but not BDNF-infused stressed mice
completed reversal in fewer sessions than non-stress counterparts (χ2=5.77, df=1, P<.05)
(Fig. 3e,f). These data demonstrate that post-stress infusion of BDNF into vmPFC is
sufficient to prevent stress-induced facilitation in reversal.
In conclusion, current findings help recast the long-established focus on the cognition-
impairing effects of stress and cortical damage, and support a more nuanced view in which
stress shifts the relative contribution of parallel systems with the corticostriatal circuitry to
bias towards certain (e.g., habit-like) behavioral strategies.
Supplementary Material
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Figure 1. Stress facilitates late reversal
(a) Swim stress was applied once daily for 3 days prior to reversal. Stress decreased errors
(b) and correction errors (c). (d) The percentage of mice performing below learning criterion
decreased more rapidly across sessions after stress. (e) Stress increased stimulus but not
reward response times during late reversal. n=10–11/stress treatment. Data are Means ±S
EM. **P<.01, *P<.05 versus controls
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Figure 2. vmPFC lesions mimic stress facilitation of reversal
(a) Lesions were conducted after discrimination, prior to reversal. (b) Lesion estimates
(black=minimum, grey=maximum). vmPFC lesions decreased errors (c) and correction
errors (d) during late reversal (e) The percentage of mice performing below criterion
decreased more rapidly across sessions after lesioning. (f) Stimulus and reward response
latencies were unaffected. n=9–10/lesion. (Data are Means ±SE M. **P<.01 versus sham.
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Figure 3. vmPFC BDNF infusions rescue stress-induced facilitation of reversal
(a) A single BDNF infusion was delivered immediately after the third stress session. (b)
Cannula placements. Vehicle-, but not BDNF-infused, stressed mice made fewer errors (c)
or correction errors. (d) The percentage of mice performing below criterion decreased more
rapidly across sessions after stress in vehicle- (e) but not BDNF- (f) infused mice. n=7–12/
stress treatment/infusion group. Data are Means ± SEM. *P<.05 versus controls of same
infusion group
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